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Ove ral I 0 bj ect ive 
Initiated by NASNJSC to develop an Extra-Vehicular Activity 
System Sizing Analysis Tool (EVAS-SAT) for EVA system 
architecture and studies to support space suit development efforts. 
EVAS-SAT estimates the mass, power and volume characteristics 
for user-defined EVA System architectures including Suit Systems, 
Airlock Systems, Tools and Translation Aids, and Vehicle Support 
equipment. 
Designed for use by members of the EVA community and related 
areas. 
Assumes subsystem familiarity on the part of the intended user 
group and in the analysis of results. Note: Sizing results are not 
certified at this time. 
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Functions of EVAS-SAT 
To aid conceptual design of the EVA system for future human 
exploration missions. 
To estimate the EVA system mass, volume, and power requirements 
for different EVA configurations and mission scenarios. 
To conduct trade studies of the EVA system based on different 
combinations of technologies in the subsystem. 
To conduct optimization studies and help determine the best 
technology candidates for development efforts. 
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Development Status 
Previous work 
J F Y O l  - Evaluated related models to determine a starting point; developed the tool 
based on the LSOPP model. 
J FY02 - Developed basic structure of EVAS-SAT. 
J FY03 - Expanded mass and power categories; developed capability to compare cases; 
introduced a dual aillock capabilitr, updated and expanded breathing gas supply, vent 
flow, CO, H,O, and thermal control technologies; and enhanced the Tools and 
Translation Aids worksheet. 
2-vehicle mission; enhanced LCVG and non-liquid cooling garment sizing. 
- FY04 - Mass and heat balance models are under development. 
- Research and validate WAS-SAT data. 
- Add additional new technology information. 
- Reduce WAS-SAT program size and increase performance. 
J FY04 -Added user-defined option to all cornp&ents and vehicle support capability for 
Currently under development 
Futurework 
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EVAS-SAT Sizing Philosophy 
Research and determine baseline sizing for existing unit. 
. Determine baseline capacity. 
. Break down components into categories with similar sizing 
relationships 
. Scale new configuration relative to the baseline capacity. 
Default values in EVAS-SAT are capacities of existing unit. 
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EVAS-SAT Structure 
lnDut Daaes 
... .., ... . . .. . - . . .. -. - - -. . 
-. - - -. . . . . - . - ... . 
User Interface Sizina Module 
Result Daaes 
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Global Variables and Data Control 
Display of global variables and data control options is contained within each system. 
I 
EVA Oaration = 7 H o r s  
k i t  P l t s n r t  = 4.3 psi 
Cabis Pressure = U.7 psi 
acsigm Metrbdic Rate I 1000 B t a f t  
est- Dtsigc Cooliag Rate = S O 0  
S h n r  
U u m k  of Scheduled EYAS = 100 
#lumber of Contingent EYAS = 1 
Wumber of Rescue EVAs = 1 
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Airlock 
Spreadsheet page which includes sizing calculations for related subsystems. 
i- 
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Suit System 
Spreadsheet page which includes sizing calculations for related subsystems. 
r,n.7t,on rn 
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Heat Collection Interface Form 
Visual Basic form which displays default values and allows user input. 
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Sizing Module 
One set of sizing calculations for each technology. 
Current values summarized for transfer to Main Module. 
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Tools and Aids 
Spreadsheet page which includes sizing calculations for related subsystems. 
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Cutter Tools Interface Form 
Visual Basic form which displays default values and allows user input. 
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Main Module 
Summarv oaae for mass. Dower. and volume sizing results. 
EVA System Sizing Analysis Tool WAS-SAT) I 
- I 
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EVA Systems Summaries 
One output worksheet for each of the four EVA systems. 
Consistent with Advanced Development Office's (EX) format. 
...... 
p!d.E.E Tvp.t: ......................................... - a  
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Conclusions 
WAS-SAT contains a fully functional menu interface system that is easily 
navigated between systems and subsystems. Users can access subsystem 
components in any order desired. Independent parameters can be changed 
without having to redo the entire subsystem entry. 
Easy to determine if the subsystem has been completed. 
Detailed sizing is performed quickly using either default values or user input. 
New technologies can be readily added. 
Trade studies and system optimization of the EVA system can be 
accomplished with ease and efficiency. 
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